
A morning with Marie Munkara 
10-11am 
Magabala Books
1 Bagot Street (across from  
Broome Visitor Centre)
FREE

The flip side of tragedy is comedy. Join author 
Marie Munkara for a discussion about her recent 
autobiographical work, Of Ashes and Rivers that Run to the 
Sea (Random House 2016) and her fictional works, A Most 
Peculiar Act (Magabala Books 2014) and David Unaipon 
winning work, Every Secret Thing (Penguin Books 2009).

Tricks of the Trade  
Poetry with Andrew Burke
10.30am-12.30pm
Broome Public Library
Cnr Haas and Hamersley Streets 
$25 (waged) $15 (unwaged)

Making the Familiar Strange 
Speculative Fiction Workshop 
with Emilie Collyer
1-3pm
Broome Public Library
Cnr Haas and Hamersley Streets 
FREE

Westerly Magazine Issue 61.1 
In Conversation with 
Kimberley Authors
11.30am-12.30pm
Argyle Room, Mangrove Hotel
47 Carnarvon Street
FREE

Bringing stories to life:
An introduction to illustrating 
children’s books
2.30-4.30pm
Bernardine Greene Room
SSJG Heritage Centre
9 Barker Street - $10

Epilogue
5.30-6.30pm
Tides Bar 
Mangrove Hotel
47 Carnarvon Street
FREE

Australian Songwriters Concert:
Fitzroy Xpress and Neil Murray 
(Warumpi Band) 
7-11pm
Roebuck Bay Hotel
$25 – Roebuck Bay Hotel front 
desk and at the door

Andrew Burke, MA, PhD, is an Australian author and poet, 
with a novel and short stories published over the years 
and a dozen books of poetry. He is an experienced poetry 
presenter and workshop facilitator. Bring pen, pad and 
imagination – words are only one tool in your poetry 
toolbox! 

Do you love your fiction a little on the strange side? Join 
award-winning author Emilie Collyer for a workshop that 
takes you through different speculative genres, including 
magic realism, science-fiction and the supernatural. Learn 
where to find material and how to turn ideas into stories. 
Come away with the beginnings of your own new piece of 
fiction.

Westerly Issue 61.1 focuses on collaborative Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous creative practice. Contributors include 
Edwin Mulligan, Pat Lowe, Dalisa Pigram, Jacqueline 
Wright, Wayne Barker and Rachael Swain. Come join the 
conversation with a distinguished panel of Kimberley 
authors facilitated by Rachel Bin Salleh (Magabala Books) 
and Bruce Gorring (Marrugeku).

Broome author Ms Edie Wright will launch the book: 
Aboriginal Children, History and Health: Beyond Social 
Determinants by John Boulton, long-time Kimberley 
paediatrician. There will be a panel discussion with John, 
Edie, and Kimberley historian Howard Pedersen,  
moderated by UWA adjunct professor Sandy Toussaint.

Enjoy Mary G interview retired Kimberley magistrate, 
Antoine Bloemen, about his memoir. As one reviewer said, 
“His rise from the humblest backgrounds in rural Belgium 
to magisterial authority in the Kimberley must be one of 
the country’s most remarkable success stories.” 

Do you have an idea for a children’s book? Using simple 
examples, local artist and bestselling children’s author 
Kerry Jordinson will show you how to bring stories to life 
through the art of illustration. Drawing materials provided. 
Booking required at library. Maximum 15 participants.

Dirt Cloud is a new play in development set in Australia’s 
north-west against a backdrop of mining, relationship 
to land and space exploration. Read by a cast of local 
actors, this inspiring new Australian work is supported by 
Playwriting Australia, The Australia Council for the Arts, 
the Rodney Seaborn and Ross Trust Awards.

Join us for a drink as we review Corrugated Lines for 2016. 
As the sun sets and the moon rises over the bay, mingle 
with the characters of this year’s festival during this 
penultimate celebration.

Grassroots Records present two of Australia’s music 
legends for the closing party of Corrugated Lines: singing 
songs from Australia’s heartlands, evoking a passion and 
respect for our roots and telling our story through Country 
Rock & Roll. This is a rare chance to experience Australian 
songwriting at its finest.
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The Judge meets Mary G 
2.15-3.15pm
Argyle Room
Mangrove Hotel 
47 Carnarvon Street
FREE

Growing Up Our Way: Aboriginal 
Children, History and Health
1-2pm
Argyle Room
Mangrove Hotel 
47 Carnarvon Street 
FREE

Dirt Cloud by Mari Lourey  
The full play reading
3.30-5.30pm
Argyle Room, Mangrove Hotel
47 Carnarvon Street
$10 donation at door welcomed

festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words

festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words

festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words

festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words festival of words

A FESTIVAL OF WORDS • BROOME • 5-7 AUGUST 2016

Broome’s Readers and Writers Festival
http://www.facebook.com/CorrugatedLines?fref=ts

https://twitter.com/CorrugatedLines

Programs available at the Broome Public Library,  
the Broome Visitor Centre or online at backroompress.com.au



Love your red pen, love your tush
9-10.00am 
Kailis Room, Library  
University of Notre Dame
88 Guy Street
FREE

Juliet is a whizz-bang editor and IYTA yoga teacher. She 
balances her love of language (time at the desk) with her 
love of yoga (time away from the desk), and this workshop 
will meld the two. Juliet will introduce a rubric to help 
you edit any piece of writing, plus strategies to keep you 
creative and prevent square-bum-itis. Tea and coffee 
provided.

Buddhas Bombs and the Babu
The minefields of writing about 
family and far-flung destinations 
1-1.45pm 
Broome Public Library 
Cnr Haas and Hamersley Streets 
FREE

Whose story is it? Yours? Theirs? And how far is too far? 
Writing about another country can be tricky. Writing about 
family, fraught with danger. Blend together, throw in some 
culture shock and it can be an exploding minefield of 
enlightenment and hilarity. Join author Kerry Tolson for a 
chat about her first book, Buddhas, Bombs and the Babu: A 
family’s journey of discovery through the spirit of Nepal.

The Linguistics Roadshow
• St Mary’s College
• Broome Senior High School
• Derby District High School
See website for more details:
www.lingroadshow.com

Backroom Press Book 
Treasure Hunt
Friday 5th August and ongoing 
over the Corrugated Lines 
Festival weekend
Various locations

Stories on the Spot! 
2.30-3.00pm 
Drama Room 
St Mary’s College 
3 Port Drive

Troppo book launch by  
Madelaine Dickie 
6.30-8.30pm 
Mangrove Hotel
47 Carnarvon Street
FREE – Register for your ticket 
online at http://bit.ly/29yFXTb

Corrugated Lines and  
Backroom Press  
Market Stall 
9am-12pm 
Broome Courthouse Markets
8 Hamersley Street

The nuts and bolts of Dad jokes
with Matthew Middleton 
9-10.30am 
Broome Men’s Shed 
4 Jones Place
FREE

Living Library 
9am-4pm 
Broome Circle House 
27 Frederick Street
FREE

In conversation with Kankawa 
Nagarra Olive Knight and  
Terri-ann White 
10am-11.30am 
Cable Beach Club  
1 Cable Beach Road 
$20 - tickets sold prior at venue

The Linguistics Roadshow is a fun and interactive 
showcase about the science of language, presenting the 
big questions and the little-known facts about language for 
high-school students. Roadshow school visits include fun, 
hands-on workshops that engage and enlighten students 
about language in Australia and across the world.

The Backroom Press team will drop books in strategic 
spots at each venue, and at other locations around town, 
for festival-goers to hunt for over the Corrugated Lines 
weekend. If you’re lucky enough to find one, you will see a 
message from us inside the front cover with instructions 
for what to do next.

Create stories on the spot using conventions of 
improvisation in this energetic, fun and challenging 
workshop. Join Miss Emily Criddle and the SMC Drama 
students at their Drama studio. Open to school-aged 
students from years 6-12. 

After eight long years, Madelaine Dickie is stoked to be 
launching her novel Troppo, winner of the 2014 City of 
Fremantle T.A.G Hungerford Award. Set in Indonesia, it’s 
a book about black magic, big waves and mad Aussie 
expats. Come along for a book reading, signing, and a 
great party! Sponsored by Lotterywest & Fremantle Press. 

Backroom Press is one of Australia’s smallest publishing 
houses, run entirely by volunteers. We are one of the 
founders and organisers of Corrugated Lines. Come and 
visit our stall on Saturday morning during the festival and 
see the books we have published, as well as the books 
featured in the festival. You may want to buy one of them.

Does a good Dad joke have to be bad? This light-hearted 
workshop is for anyone willing to participate in unpacking 
the nuts and bolts of Dad jokes, with the opportunity to 
share your best or worst Dad jokes. Be prepared to laugh, 
groan, shake your head and improve your skills with 
Matthew Middleton, a grandfather to three Kimberley boys.

The Broome Living Library celebrates the ancient tradition 
of storytelling. By borrowing a person rather than a book, 
festival-goers will get a chance to hear the stories of their 
community. They will gain new insights, build relationships 
and develop a deeper understanding of their Broome 
neighbours. 

Kankawa Nagarra Olive Knight is a musician, translator, 
social worker and mother, with deep roots in the Kimberley 
region. She has lived a rich life full of love and hardship. 
Cushla Travers from ABC Kimberley talks to Olive Knight 
and Terri-ann White, Director of UWA Publishing, about 
turning life into memoir. Olive will also sing gospel, 
contemporary blues and traditional Walmatjarri songs. 

The Japanese Hospital in Broome 
1910-1926: A Harmony of Contrasts 
1.30-2.30pm 
Bernardine Greene Room
SSJG Heritage Centre
9 Barker Street
Gold coin donation

Goolarri Indigenous Writers  
present excerpts from works in 
progress 
2-4pm 
Gimme Gimme Club, Goolarri 
7-9 Blackman Street
$5 donation welcomed at door

Red dirt, white culture and  
black women’s law 
3.45-4.45pm 
Short Street Gallery
7 Short Street 
FREE

and.... Action! 
Creative screenwriting for adults 
with Michael McCall
3.30-5.30pm 
Broome Public Library 
Cnr Haas and Hamersley Streets 
FREE

Two Sisters book launch 
5.30-7pm 
Magabala Books 
1 Bagot Street (across from  
Broome Visitor Centre)
FREE 

The Divination Agency 
8-10.30pm 
Broome Writers Group 
Piano Bar, Roebuck Bay Hotel
Carnarvon Street
FREE 

Word of Mouth
Spoken Word Event 
8-10.30pm
Broome Writers Group 
Piano Bar, Roebuck Bay Hotel
Carnarvon Street
FREE 

The Japanese Hospital is the only hospital in Australia’s 
history predominantly controlled and funded by an 
alien people. Dr Peter Stride describes how, despite the 
White Australia policy and bitter resistance from the 
white community, the hospital became such a respected 
institution. 

Goolarri presents excerpts of new work from some of 
Broome’s most exciting new performance writers. Actors 
will read in an informal rehearsed event, directed by 
Yirra Yaakin’s Artistic Director Kyle Morrison. Supported 
by Australia Council for the Arts, Country Arts West, Yirra 
Yaakin Theatre and the University of Notre Dame. 

Through fiction and non-fiction, Zohl dé Ishtar and 
Jacqueline Wright discuss intercultural relationships 
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. Using 
their experiences in remote Aboriginal communities, the 
authors explore the complex issues hindering the right of 
Indigenous peoples to self-determination, the dangers of a 
single story and the way forward for genuine partnerships. 

And…. Action! Fancy creating the story for your own movie? 
Well, here’s your chance. Create your own screenplay and 
read it to other participants to gain valuable feedback 
on your style. Voice your opinions on their work too. Are 
you the next George Lucas or Alfred Hitchcock? Let your 
creativity shine! BYO iPad, laptop or pen and paper.

Join Magabala Books to celebrate the launch of Two Sisters, 
as told to Pat Lowe and Eirlys Richards by Walmajarri 
sisters, Ngarta Jinny Bent and Jukuna Mona Chuguna. 
Hear stories about the women’s extraordinary lives and 
dramatic recollections of their exodus from the Great 
Sandy Desert following European settlement.

Armed with a mystical dictionary, brushes, a typewriter 
and lots of ink, the Divination Agency is a corner of magical 
chaos. Explore your present or future through images or 
the typed word. Bad love poems also available by request. 
For more information, find The Divination Agency on 
Facebook. 

A spoken-word night featuring local Broome writers and 
festival guests performing their work. Writing may be 
prose, poetry, monologue, or rap... anything that demands 
to be freed from the page and given a voice. Includes open 
mic time – get there early to sign up on the night.
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Broome’s Biggest Book Club 
9-10.00am 
The Lockup Café
22 Carnarvon Street
FREE

Have you ever read a novel and wanted to discuss it with 
other readers? Well, here is your chance. Grab a copy of 
this easy-to-read book, Calypso Summer by Jared Thomas 
at Magabala Books. We’ll meet at the Lockup Café for a 
coffee and a chat.
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Corrugated Lines Prologue 
5.15-6.15pm 
Broome Public Library 
Cnr Haas and Hamersley Streets 
FREE

Join us for the Opening of Corrugated Lines 2016. Be 
welcomed by the traditional owners of Yawuru country and 
be introduced to the authors and events that make up the 
exciting chapters of this year’s Corrugated Lines story. 
Drinks, canapés and a chance to mingle with our festival 
guests.

Yawuru Ngan-gagudja  
(Yawuru talking) 
12 noon-1pm 
Mabu Yawuru Ngan-ga
55 Reid Road, Cable Beach
FREE

Have the Yawuru experience. Listen to the Yawuru story, 
learn Yawuru greetings, view publications and get an 
insight into the Yawuru culture. Sarah Yu will present the 
new book that accompanies the Jetty to Jetty walk and 
phone app, Walking Jetty to Jetty.
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